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Analogy of superfluid hydrodynamics and magnetodynamics

Order parameter

Pair of conjugated variables

Superfluid Ferromagnet

Halperin & Hohenberg, Phys. Rev. 188, 898 (1969)
Hydrodynamic Theory of Spin Waves

Current:

Hamilton equations:



Sonin, JETP (1978), Adv. Phys. 59,181 (2010)
Chen & MacDonald, in: Universal 
Themes of Bose-Einstein Condensation
Cambridge University Press, 2017



Topological stability of supercurrents (persistent currents)

Vortex:

Phase variation  around the ring: is a topological charge

Phase slip





Landau criterion: any elementary excitation 
increases the energy of the current state

Out[20]=

Barriers for vortex expansion vanish when the phase 
gradient becomes of the order of the inverse core radius:





Topological stability of supercurrents in ferromagnets

Isotropic
ferromagnet

Pumping-supported
precession

Magnetic vortex:

Barriers for vortex expansion vanish 
at the Landau critical velocity equal  
to spin-wave velocity 

Easy-plane
ferromagnet

Sonin, JETP (1978)
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Sonin, JETP (1978)





Spin superfluidity in YIG films

Sun, Nattermann, and Pokrovsky, PRL 116, 257205 (2016)
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Coherent magnon condensate (magnon

BEC)

in yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) filmsBose-Einstein condensation of quasi-equilibrium 
magnons at room temperature under pumping
Demokritov et al., Nature 443. 430 (2006)



Isotropic ferromagnet with magnetostatic interaction

Zeeman energy

inhomogeneous exchange energy

Dipolar energy

Is superfluidity possible?

Linear spin wave (boundary problem)      Nonlinear corrections        Landau criterion

Sonin, PRB 95, 144432 (2017)



Critical phase gradient:

Critical magnon group velocity:

Sun, Nattermann, and Pokrovsky, PRL 116, 257205 (2016):                 420 m/sec

Sonin, PRB 95, 144432 (2017):                                                                   3.6 m/sec

Landau criterion for superfluid transport:
Any perturbation of the current state increases its energy 

Perturbation:



Critical phase gradient:

Critical magnon group velocity:

Sonin, PRB 95, 144432 (2017)

Landau criterion for superfluid transport:
Any perturbation of the current state increases its energy 

Perturbation:



A.S. Borovik-Romanov, Yu.M. Bunkov, V.V. 
Dmitriev,  and Yu.M. Mukharskiy, 
JETP Lett. 45, 124 (1987)

Superfluid 3He-B



Bozhko , Serga, Clausen, Vasyuchka, Heussner, Melkov, Pomyalov, L'vov, and Hillebrands,   
Nat. Phys. 12, 1057 (2016) Supercurrent in a room-temperature Bose-Einstein magnon condensate



Sonin, JETP (1978), Adv. Phys. 59,181 (2010)
Chen & MacDonald, in: Universal 
Themes of Bose-Einstein Condensation
Cambridge University Press, 2017



Ferromagnetic spin-1 BEC

Gross-Pitaevskii equations:



Madelung transformation     Hydrodynamics 

Euler equation:

Extended Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert 
equation:

Continuity equation:

Mermin-Ho theorem:

Hydrodynamical variable:



Euler angles of the triad:

Mass current:

Spin current:



Uniaxial anisotropy

Sonin, arXiv: 1801.01099



Coexistence of mass and spin superfluidity 

Mass superfluidity alone:

Spin superfluidity alone:

Spin and superfluidity coexist:

At the phase transition the Landau critical velocity vanishes 

both for mass and spin superfluidity!

Beattle, Moulder,Fletcher, and Hadzibabic, PRL, 110, 025301 (2013) 



Mermin–Ho vortex 

(meron, or half skyrmion)

Anderson–Toulouse vortex 



Leanhardt, Shin, Kielpinski, Pritchard, and 

Ketterle, Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 140403 

(2003) 

Non-singular vortices



The upper critical velocity for mass superfluidity is the spin-wave velocity far from 

the phase transition. It does not vanish at the phase transition,

although the Landau critical velocity vanishes.

Sonin, arXive: 1801.01099:

Instability of non-singular vortices

Shin, Saba, Vengalattore, Pasquini, Sanner, 

Leanhardt, Prentiss, Pritchard, and Ketterle, PRL. 

93, 160406 (2004) 

Anderson–Toulouse vortex is unstable: 





BEC or lasing?

L.V. Keldysh, in: Bose-Einstein Condensation, edited by A. 

Griffin, D.W. Snoke, and S. Stringari, Cambridge University 

Press, Cambridge, 1995, p. 246:

“The accumulation of a macroscopic number of initially incoherent 
excitation quanta in a single-photon mode is lasing”
“The accumulation of a macroscopic number of initially incoherent 
excitation quanta in a single-magnon mode is lasing”





Spin superfluidity, which was predicted in 70s and observed 
in the B phase of superfluid 3He in 80s, still waits its experimental 
detection in magnetically ordered solids.

In the ferromagnetic spin-1 BEC of cold atoms mass and spin superfluidity may 
coexist strongly affecting one another. An unique consequence of their interplay is
that  the upper critical velocity for mass superfluidity can exceeds the Landau 
critical velocity.

Conclusions:
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